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UPDATED FOR 2019 !!You don't need to browse anywhere when it comes down to vacation in

Sydney. This book is an ultimate travel guide for Sydney and the surrounding areas of Sydney

and covers all the famous pristine beaches which Sydney has to offer. The book contains

sightseeing, street view maps, accommodation,various tips to follow, websites to refer,

suggested itineraries and various photos to give you feel for the places. This book will serve as

a complete guide for travellers who want to explore Sydney completely and famous regions

around Sydney.
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© Insight TravellerAll rights reserved.No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a

retrieval system or transmitted in any form or by a means, electronic, mechanical, photocopy,

recording, scanning, or otherwise, without either the prior written permission or authorization

through payment of the appropriate per-copy fee to the copyright Insight Traveller. Committing
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damages and criminal proceedings.About the Author The Author has been travelling for more

than 25 years and has travelled across the globe covering the US, Europe, South America,

Asia, and the Oceania region.The author has worked in the corporate world and has travelled

across the globe and has aimed to detail his experiences through the books. Preface It is

always a challenge when you are planning to visit major cities in the world, and usually takes

months of planning in terms of what to visit, where to stay. You can always spend days on the

internet what attractions to cover in a city or surrounding city, but it is hard to find where to

begin, how to go about planning to cover in the most efficient way and in a timely manner. It

does take a lot of effort and time to discover what all sightseeing to cover by visiting various

websites and finally to uncover what deals are around and what locations to pick to make the

place your home for the holiday period.This book aims to help the tourists whether travelling

with families or friends to help in planning what sightseeing destinations they can cover within

the amount of time they would like to spend in Sydney.This book will serve you as a complete

guide with a list all famous attractions, sightseeing which can be visited in Sydney and the

Surrounding Sydney, Sydney street view maps, accommodations, transport information,

websites and various tips. The book also has various pictures to give you a feel of the lookouts,

landscapes and the location you may want to visit.Once you have read this book, certainly you

don’t need to browse anywhere else on what attractions to cover and this book can form your

basis to pick and choose sightseeing destinations and plan your holidays. It uncovers all the

famous and some of the hidden gems which Sydney and surrounding Sydney has to offer

when it comes down to pristine beaches, breathtaking lookouts, or natural landscape and bush

walks.Disclaimer The author will not be held responsible for any actions of the reader or incur

any damages and/or liabilities. The actions of the reader will be as per their free will. The

author strongly suggests that the reader uses their own judgment to make decisions.This book
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Stanwell Park LookoutPhoto 14 Grand Pacific Drive - Towards KiamaChapter 1 Getting into

Sydney Travelling into a new city always make you wonder where to begin and explore. Hence,

it is always best to plan ahead. You don’t need to plan exactly what time you want to do which

activity or what attraction to visit but you need to establish basic ground rules.You first need to

define where you want to base your accommodation. Do you want this to be in the heart of

Sydney CBD or you don’t mind travelling to the major attractions and can be based on outskirts

of Sydney CBD?Like any other major city, if you want to stay close to many touristic attractions

and want the convenience just to stroll around to visit major attractions, then you pay the price

of expensive accommodation. Also, it depends on when you want to visit Sydney, are you

visiting during the Peak Season (Summer time) or during off-peak (Winter time).If you are not

into beaches and are not into swimming or any other water activities, winter season may be a

good option as you can find cheaper accommodation, especially in Sydney CBD. You can

maybe look at deals on Groupon, Ouffer, LivingSocial etc.Once you have this clear, you can

then decide, where you want to book accommodation.The major hubs in Sydney CBD are

Darling Harbour and Circular Quay. So, if you pick any accommodation which is a stone throw

away, be prepared to pay the price.If you want to save money, and don’t mind catching public

transport such as trains which are in no doubt the convenient way of travelling into Darling

Harbour or Circular Quay, you can also pick areas such as Milson’s Point, North Sydney which

have Train Stations and are only a few stations away from Sydney CBD. Milson Point and North

Sydney are across the harbour bridge on the northern side of Sydney.Keep in mind the

nightlife in Milson Point or North Sydney will not be the same as in Darling Harbour and

Circular Quay area.Other areas such as Ultimo, Darlinghurst are in proximity to Darling

Harbour or Circular Quay, so if you plan to stay around this area, either you walk, take a bus or

take a taxi to go back and forth to your accommodation.Light Rails also run across Sydney

CBD and to the nearby suburbs such as Pyrmont, Glebe and Surry Hills. Glebe and Surry Hills

area is surrounded by numerous cafes and dining outlets. There are various accommodations

available in these areas as well. I would not stay further than these areas as then it will be too

far to commute on a daily basis.You can get the idea of the areas by looking at light rail map

atAnother transport-related website which is useful to look at http://www.transportnsw.info/Plan

your trip in such a way that you can make use of most of your day with minimum time spent on

transportation. You can easily spend from a few days to a few weeks as it depends on how

much you want to cover in Sydney and around Sydney.Getting around Sydney CBD is quite

convenient. The majority of the attractions are quite well connected via public transport. You

can take a day pass which can be unlimited use on trains, buses, light rails and ferries. Ferries

are a more relaxing way to commute between Darling Harbour, Circular Quay, Milson Point,

Manly, and Watson Bay areas.There are Hop-on / Hop-off Buses as well as Hop-on / Hop-off

Cruises available. You can jump on and off at any stops, including Darling Harbour, Circular

Quay, Watsons Bay, Taronga Zoo, Manly and Luna Park. Disembark at any destination, stay as

long as you like and then board another ferry to reach your next sightseeing location.Tip: If you

happen to be in Sydney on Sunday, do take public transport and make use of it. People

travelling with families only need to pay $2.70 per person for travel on trains, buses or ferries

for unlimited hours. It is classified as “Sunday Funday”.Chapter 2 Hiring Car All the major car

rental companies are available in Sydney from:- Avis Thrifty

Hertz Budget Europcar I suggested you go with these major companies as if

there are any issues with the car during your road trip, the majority of these companies have

rental offices in major towns and can look into any concerns you may have. Also, book for the

extended period, as it will indeed be cheaper. When you go and pick up the car, you will be



asked if you want to get your excess waived at an additional cost. Ensure that you check with

relevant car companies for your liabilities on renting the car. You may want to choose to waive

off excess at an extra premium per day. Generally, remember the excess will only be applicable

if you get into an accident and the accident is at your fault. The excess will also be applicable if

there is run off by another vehicle and you have not noted down the other driver details. 
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and dining outlets. There are various accommodations available in these areas as well. I would
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get the idea of the areas by looking at light rail map atAnother transport-related website which

is useful to look at http://www.transportnsw.info/Plan your trip in such a way that you can make

use of most of your day with minimum time spent on transportation. You can easily spend from

a few days to a few weeks as it depends on how much you want to cover in Sydney and around

Sydney.Getting around Sydney CBD is quite convenient. The majority of the attractions are

quite well connected via public transport. You can take a day pass which can be unlimited use
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reach your next sightseeing location.Tip: If you happen to be in Sydney on Sunday, do take
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Funday”.Chapter 2 Hiring Car All the major car rental companies are available in Sydney

from:- Avis Thrifty Hertz Budget Europcar I suggested

you go with these major companies as if there are any issues with the car during your road trip,

the majority of these companies have rental offices in major towns and can look into any

concerns you may have. Also, book for the extended period, as it will indeed be cheaper. When

you go and pick up the car, you will be asked if you want to get your excess waived at an

additional cost. Ensure that you check with relevant car companies for your liabilities on

renting the car. You may want to choose to waive off excess at an extra premium per

day. Generally, remember the excess will only be applicable if you get into an accident and the

accident is at your fault. The excess will also be applicable if there is run off by another vehicle

and you have not noted down the other driver details. As a general thumb rule, in the case of

an accident, you need to note down all the driver license details, including car registration no.,

car model. I do suggest you take photos of the incident since you are driving a rental

car. Speed limits on the highways are usually 110km/h and within towns are usually 50km/h.

There are numerous speed cameras on the road and do follow the speed limit signs. You will

be liable for any speeding fines. In general, there are 2 warnings on the road before you get to

the speed camera, 1st warning board says “Speed Camera Ahead” and the 2nd warning

indicating “Heavy losses”.Chapter 3 From the Sydney Airport Sydney airport is located in

close proximity to Sydney CBD. Once you get off the plane, you have the last chance to make

use of the duty-free shops which is available before clearing immigration. Remember each

adult is not allowed to carry more than 2 x 1.125L of alcohol.In the immigration card, you fill,

ensure that you declare any food, dairy products, wooden articles at customs otherwise

penalties may apply. There are certain food items which are not allowed to bring in but you are

usually not penalised if you have declared them.Once you have cleared customs and if you

have nothing to declare, head straight towards the Nothing to declare Area. Once you leave the

plane, you should be out of the airport within an hour.Once out in the public area, there are

public transports available to take you to your destination i.e. trains to Sydney CBD, taxis,

shuttle vans, buses.Trains from Airport link directly City Circle line which means it is convenient

to reach Circular Quay or Museum. If you are planning to go to Darling Harbour, you need

catch train to Town Hall Station and this means you need to change the train from Central

Station to reach to Town Hall Station which is a bit of inconvenience if you are carrying a lot of



luggage.Tip: Taxis are expensive across Australia but of course are convenient to reach your

hotel. So if you are travelling with children or with a lot of luggage, the best option is to take

taxis.Trains from Airport do cost minimum $16 per person as this is a special airport line, so do

calculate as it may be worth taking a taxi to the destination depending on how many people are

there.If you reach your accommodation during the early hours of the morning, do remember at

the majority of the hotel's check-in time is 2:00 pm and check-out time are 10:00 am. There is

no harm in trying to see if the hotel can accommodate you earlier than the scheduled check-in

time at no extra costs.Besides the Sydney CBD major tourist areas Darling Harbour and

Circular Quay/The Rocks, Sydney is also famous for its beaches and the most popular ones

are Manly beach & Bondi beach. If you are pressed for time, do not leave Sydney without

visiting Darling Harbour & Circular Quay areas.Tip: Staying around Darling Harbour will offer

you to have easy access to all the attractions such as Aquarium, IMAX, Madam Tussauds

museum. Stay around Circular Quay for easy access to Sydney Opera House and Sydney

Harbour Bridge, Manly Beach.The majority of tourist come to Sydney to see the iconic “Sydney

Opera House” and “Sydney Harbour Bridge” but Sydney does have a lot to offer from pristine

beaches to parks, bush walks and a lot of natural landscapes.Chapter 4 Travel Tips and

Facts Australian CurrencyAustralia’s national currency is Australian dollars (AUD), which

comes in denominations of $5, $10, $20, $50 and $100 notes. Coins come in 5c, 10c, 20c and

50c and one and two dollar denominations. 50c is the biggest among all the coins and $2 is a

small golden colour coin.What is Goods and Services Tax?Australia has a Goods and Services

Tax (GST) of 10 percent which is usually included in all the prices you will see in retails shops,

food outlets. Hence, what price you see is what you pay and any GST will always be included

in advertised prices.You may be able to claim a refund for the GST paid on goods if you have

spent AUD$300 or more with a single business, no more than 60 days before departing

Australia. facilities are located in the departure area of international terminals. At the TRS

facilities, you will be asked to show the goods and hence be prepared to carry them in your

carry on baggage at the airport.TippingTipping is not customary in Australia and is also not

included in any restaurants and food outlets bills. If you are dining in fine dining restaurants you

may want to tip staff for good services is totally at your own discretion.Swimming at

BeachesDuring summer months between October-March, the majority of beaches are

patrolled by Lifesavers and it is strongly advised that people do swim between the yellow and

red flags. Once you are at a beach, it is very easy to spot as you will find a majority of people

co-located in one area swimming.There are various signs on the beach marked with areas

where there are strong currents and where surfers can also visit.If you have any doubts, do talk

to the Lifesavers on the beach and they will be more than happy to guide you through.MoneyIf

you are planning to bring more than AUD $10,000 in cash, you do need to fill this in your

immigration card and declare this to customs at the airport. There are no restrictions

otherwise.In regards to exchanging money, there are various counters at the airport, but do

look for currency outlets which offer money exchange without any commission.Example: You

can look at following exchange outletIf you do need to visit any banks for your banking needs,

there are 4 major banks in AustraliaCommonwealth Bank of Australia (CBA)National Australia

Bank (NAB)Westpac AustraliaAustralia NewZealand Bank (ANZ)Other than the above banks,

there are other banks you will find such as HSBC, ING bank, AMP, Bank of Queensland

etc. Food (Eating out)Sydney is a great city for dining whether it comes to eating in food courts,

cafes or fine dining restaurants. You will find the majority of cuisines no matter which suburb

you are in Sydney. Popular ones do include Thai, Chinese, Japanese, Lebanese, Vietnamese,

Indian, German, French, Spanish and Italian.Eating in food court without drinks can cost you



up to AUD $12, and in Cafes can cost you anywhere between AUD $20-$30 per person. Fine

dining restaurants price varies from AUD$40 -$50 for the main dish to even AUD $275 for a 3-

course meal.Besides the famous Darling Harbour and Circular Quay area, Newtown, Surry

Hills, KingsCross which are neighbouring suburbs of Sydney CBD are famous for cafes, bars,

and dining. There will be something for everyone and are worth exploring. CrimeAustralia, in

general, is a very safe country but you can come across the troubling ailments and you just

need to apply your common sense to avoid such situations. If you are within Sydney CBD, it's

quite safe even in the night. Avoid going to the areas which seem secluded and/or not properly

lit at night.In general, the majority of the suburbs and around surrounding Sydney CBS is safe.

If there is an issue and you do need to contact for Emergency, please dial “000” for

Emergency.Mobile Carriers and Prepaid SIMsThere are 3 mobile operators in Australia:

Telstra, Optus and Vodafone. Telstra network coverage is the best throughout Australia and is

usually the most expensive of the lot. There are many service providers available and you can

easily pick the Prepaid plan based on your needs.If you want to use local SIM and save your

roaming charges, there are various outlets available where you can get Prepaid SIMs. Just visit

the local supermarkets such as Coles, Woolworth, Aldi, and even Australia Post. If you cannot

come across these supermarkets, you find various Mobile Phone providers in Sydney CBD as

wellIf you are on a low budget, Prepaid SIMs you can get as low as $10 which offers unlimited

calls in Australia and with 1GB data.Drinking-WaterDrinking water from the tap is very safe and

very clean even when you are staying in a hotel. Don’t drink water from the tap if it is clearly

marked that water is not suitable for drinking.Even when you are dining in a café or restaurant

you can ask for tap water rather than requesting for bottled water. In fact, I feel the water from

the tap is more fresh, better quality rather than spring water which is bottled for who knows for

how long.
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